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Thirteen Hours
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and high school students.

Benghazi
The REAL Benghazi Storyavailable September 9, 2014.
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The Bookseller of Florence
Bestselling author Max Lucado explains that if teens let God's
grace change them, shape them, and strengthen them, their
lives will never be the same. Today's teens are being shaped
by the pressures and disappointments of the world. But Max
Lucado encourages them to take a close look at what can
shape their hearts and their futures from the inside out--God's
grace. As Max explains, "God's grace has a drenching about
it. A wildness about it. A whitewater, riptide, turn-you-upsidedownness about it. Grace comes after you." Wild Grace gives
teens an understanding of how grace can change their lives
in powerful ways, even when those lives are messed up, off
track, or in trouble. Each chapter describes another miracle
that happens when we allow God's grace to work on us and
through us: "Grace is God's decision to change everything.
Good-bye, earthly labels. Stupid. Unpopular. Ugly. Failure. No
longer. You aren't who they say you are. You are who He
says you are. Spiritually alive. Connected to God. Amazing."
Teens will be convinced that God knew what He was doing
when He made them and His grace is always there, ready to
work wonders that are bigger than anything this world has to
offer.

The World Book Encyclopedia
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR NONFICTION 'A major
book that I suspect will come to be considered among the
essential memoirs of this vexing decade' New York Times
Book Review In 1961, Sarah M. Broom's mother Ivory Mae
bought a shotgun house in the then-promising neighborhood
of New Orleans East and built her world inside of it. It was the
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height of the Space Race and the neighborhood was home to
a major NASA plant - the postwar optimism seemed assured.
Widowed, Ivory Mae remarried Sarah's father Simon Broom;
their combined family would eventually number twelve
children. But after Simon died, six months after Sarah's birth,
the house would become Ivory Mae's thirteenth and most
unruly child. A book of great ambition, Sarah M. Broom's The
Yellow House tells a hundred years of her family and their
relationship to home in a neglected area of one of America's
most mythologized cities. This is the story of a mother's
struggle against a house's entropy, and that of a prodigal
daughter who left home only to reckon with the pull that home
exerts, even after the Yellow House was wiped off the map
after Hurricane Katrina. The Yellow House expands the map
of New Orleans to include the stories of its lesser known
natives, guided deftly by one of its native daughters, to
demonstrate how enduring drives of clan, pride, and familial
love resist and defy erasure. Located in the gap between the
'Big Easy' of tourist guides and the New Orleans in which
Broom was raised, The Yellow House is a brilliant memoir of
place, class, race, the seeping rot of inequality, and the
internalized shame that often follows. It is a transformative,
deeply moving story from an unparalleled new voice of
startling clarity, authority and power.

Keeping Patients Safe
The Newberry Library
Ideal for PET and FCE preparation Packed full of useful study
extras, the Cambridge Learner's Dictionary helps you on your
way to becoming a confident, natural English speaker. With
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clear definitions, written especially for intermediate level
students, and thousands of examples that put the language
into context, this dictionary is an invaluable companion,
whether you are learning English for work or pleasure, or
preparing for an exam. The best bits of the dictionary * NEW!
Improved and expanded study pages include the innovative
'Talk' section, focussing on conversation, and how people
really speak in day-to-day situations. * NEW! Word Partner
boxes show how words are used together, helping you
develop natural sounding English. * NEW! Special 'new
words' section focuses on the latest words to enter the
English language, ensuring that the language you learn is
always up to date. * NEW! Thesaurus boxes make your
English sound more natural by providing alternatives to overused words, helping you to widen your vocabulary. * Learner
Error notes taken from the Cambridge Learner Corpus based on real student errors from Cambridge ESOL papers help you to avoid typical mistakes. The Cambridge Learner's
Dictionary CD-ROM includes the whole dictionary in a handy
searchable format and much more, too! You can listen to
every word in British and American English - and even record
yourself for comparison. The best bits of the CD-ROM *
UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus helps build vocabulary and
allows you to create topic-related word lists at the click of a
button. * QUICKfind, a mini pop-up version of the dictionary,
lets you look up words as you work with no effort. * Hundreds
of interactive vocabulary practice exercises - to use onscreen, or print out for classroom use - help you to monitor
your progress.

Get It On
This is an Awesome Summary of 13 Hours: The Inside
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Account of What Really Happened In Benghazi by Mitchell
Zuckoff Summarized by J.J. Holt

12 Strong
Examines the mission that killed Osama Bin Laden and
describes previously unreported missions that illustrate the
life and work of a SEAL and the evolution of the team after
the events of September 11.

Under Fire: The Untold Story of the Attack in
Benghazi
The harrowing, true account from the brave men on the
ground who fought back during the Battle of Benghazi. 13
Hours presents, for the first time ever, the true account of the
events of September 11, 2012, when terrorists attacked the
US State Department Special Mission Compound and a
nearby CIA station called the Annex in Benghazi, Libya. A
team of six American security operators fought to repel the
attackers and protect the Americans stationed there. Those
men went beyond the call of duty, performing extraordinary
acts of courage and heroism, to avert tragedy on a much
larger scale. This is their personal account, never before told,
of what happened during the thirteen hours of that nowinfamous attack. 13 Hours sets the record straight on what
happened during a night that has been shrouded in mystery
and controversy. Written by New York Times bestselling
author Mitchell Zuckoff, this riveting book takes readers into
the action-packed story of heroes who laid their lives on the
line for one another, for their countrymen, and for their
country. 13 Hours is a stunning, eye-opening, and intense
book--but most importantly, it is the truth. The story of what
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happened to these men--and what they accomplished--is
unforgettable.

Fall and Rise
Years in the making, this spellbinding, heartbreaking, and
ultimately uplifting narrative is an unforgettable portrait of 9/11
This is a 9/11 book like no other. Masterfully weaving together
multiple strands of the events in New York, at the Pentagon,
and in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, Fall and Rise is a
mesmerizing, minute-by-minute account of that terrible day. In
the days and months after 9/11, Mitchell Zuckoff, then a
reporter for the Boston Globe, wrote about the attacks, the
victims, and their families. After further years of meticulous
reporting, Zuckoff has filled Fall and Rise with voices of the
lost and the saved. The result is an utterly gripping book,
filled with intimate stories of people most affected by the
events of that sunny Tuesday in September: an out-of-work
actor stuck in an elevator in the North Tower of the World
Trade Center; the heroes aboard Flight 93 deciding to take
action; a veteran trapped in the inferno in the Pentagon; the
fire chief among the first on the scene in sleepy Shanksville; a
team of firefighters racing to save an injured woman and
themselves; and the men, women, and children flying across
country to see loved ones or for work who suddenly faced
terrorists bent on murder. Fall and Rise will open new
avenues of understanding for everyone who thinks they know
the story of 9/11, bringing to life—and in some cases, bringing
back to life—the extraordinary ordinary people who
experienced the worst day in modern American history.
Destined to be a classic, Fall and Rise will move, shock,
inspire, and fill hearts with love and admiration for the human
spirit as it triumphs in the face of horrifying events.
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Lost in Shangri-La
Caffeine for the Sustainment of Mental Task
Performance
The leader, and only survivor, of a team of U.S. Navy SEALs
sent to northern Afghanistan to capture a well-known al
Qaeda leader chronicles the events of the battle that killed his
teammates and offers insight into the training of this elite
group of warr

The Yellow House
The New York Times bestselling author of Shadow Warriors
investigates the tragedy of Benghazi to answer the questions:
what really happened—and why? We know the Obama
administration’s story, of a demonstration caused by an
Internet movie that went out of control. But what actually did
happen in Benghazi on the night of September 11, 2012?
Dark Forces is the story of clandestine arms deliveries by the
United States and its allies to Libya that wound up in the
hands of Islamist guerrillas. It’s a story of a romantic
diplomat, in love with the Middle East and with a mystical
version of Islam. It’s a story of bald-faced lies, heroic acts,
and the deepest corruption. But Dark Forces is not only a
retelling of events. It puts those events into the larger context
of Obama administration policy toward the Middle East. It will
examine the administration’s record of systematically
supporting Muslim Brotherhood and extremist groups in their
efforts to overthrow pro-U.S. autocrats in Tunisia, Egypt, and
Libya. It shows how President Obama’s obsessive outreach
to the leadership of the Islamic Republic of Iran led the
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Iranian regime to dismiss him as a weak, ineffective leader
who would not fight back. And it shows why and how this
deadly combination cost the lives of four Americans on Sept.
11, 2012.

Black Hawk Down
Somewhere deep in the archives of the Nehru Memorial
Museum and Library (NMML) in the heart of New Delhi lies a
set of papers that researchers and historians interested in
recording the history of Indian intelligence, would love to get
their hands on. Alas, those documents-transcripts of taperecorded conversations with RN Kao, the legendary spy chiefare not going to be available until 2025, according to
instructions left by him, months before he passed away in
2002. So until those tapes and papers are made public, any
biography of Rameshwar Nath Kao or 'Ramji' to friends,
colleagues and family would have to depend on personal
memories of a vast array of individuals who knew him in
different capacities and their interpretation of his personality
and contribution.

No Easy Day
Already a classic of war reporting and now reissued as a
Grove Press paperback, Black Hawk Down is Mark
Bowden’s brilliant account of the longest sustained firefight
involving American troops since the Vietnam War. On
October 3, 1993, about a hundred elite U.S. soldiers were
dropped by helicopter into the teeming market in the heart of
Mogadishu, Somalia. Their mission was to abduct two top
lieutenants of a Somali warlord and return to base. It was
supposed to take an hour. Instead, they found themselves
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pinned down through a long and terrible night fighting against
thousands of heavily armed Somalis. The following morning,
eighteen Americans were dead and more than seventy had
been badly wounded. Drawing on interviews from both sides,
army records, audiotapes, and videos (some of the material is
still classified), Bowden’s minute-by-minute narrative is one
of the most exciting accounts of modern combat ever
written—a riveting story that captures the heroism, courage,
and brutality of battle.

Virtually You: The Dangerous Powers of the EPersonality
The New York Times bestselling inside account of the attack
against the U.S. diplomatic and intelligence outposts in
Benghazi, Libya On the night of September 11, 2012, the
American diplomatic mission at Benghazi, Libya, came under
ferocious attack by a heavily armed group of Islamic
terrorists. The prolonged firefight, and the attack hours later
on a nearby CIA outpost, resulted in the deaths of four
Americans, including the American ambassador to Libya,
Christopher Stevens, the Information Officer, Sean Smith,
and two former Navy SEALs, Tyrone Woods and Glen
Doherty, working for the Central Intelligence Agency. After the
fall of Qaddafi, Benghazi was transformed into a hotbed of
fundamentalist fervor and a den of spies for the northern half
of the African continent. Moreover, it became the center of
gravity for terrorist groups strategically situated in the violent
whirlwinds of the Arab Spring. On the eleventh anniversary of
the 9/11 attacks against the United States, a group of heavily
armed Islamic terrorists had their sights set on the U.S.
diplomatic and intelligence presence in the city. Based on the
exclusive cooperation of eyewitnesses and confidential
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sources within the intelligence, diplomatic, and military
communities, Fred Burton and Samuel M. Katz reveal for the
first time the terrifying twelve-hour ordeal confronted by
Ambassador Christopher Stevens, Sean Smith, his
Diplomatic Security (DS) contingent, and the CIA security
specialists who raced to rescue them. More than just the
minute-by-minute narrative of a desperate last stand in the
midst of an anarchic rebellion, Under Fire is an inspiring
testament to the bravery and selflessness of the men and
women who put their country first while serving in one of the
most dangerous regions in the world.

The Interstellar Age
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The harrowing, true
account from the brave men on the ground who fought back
during the Battle of Benghazi. 13 HOURS presents, for the
first time ever, the true account of the events of September
11, 2012, when terrorists attacked the US State Department
Special Mission Compound and a nearby CIA station called
the Annex in Benghazi, Libya. A team of six American
security operators fought to repel the attackers and protect
the Americans stationed there. Those men went beyond the
call of duty, performing extraordinary acts of courage and
heroism, to avert tragedy on a much larger scale. This is their
personal account, never before told, of what happened during
the thirteen hours of that now-infamous attack. 13 HOURS
sets the record straight on what happened during a night that
has been shrouded in mystery and controversy. Written by
New York Times bestselling author Mitchell Zuckoff, this
riveting book takes readers into the action-packed story of
heroes who laid their lives on the line for one another, for
their countrymen, and for their country. 13 HOURS is a
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stunning, eye-opening, and intense book--but most
importantly, it is the truth. The story of what happened to
these men--and what they accomplished--is unforgettable.

The Patriot's Creed
“A lost world, man-eating tribesmen, lush andimpenetrable
jungles, stranded American fliers (one of them a dame
withgreat gams, for heaven's sake), a startling rescue
mission. . . . This is atrue story made in heaven for a writer as
talented as Mitchell Zuckoff. Whew—what an utterly
compelling and deeplysatisfying read!" —Simon Winchester,
author of Atlantic Award-winning former Boston Globe
reporter Mitchell Zuckoffunleashes the exhilarating, untold
story of an extraordinary World War IIrescue mission, where a
plane crash in the South Pacific plunged a trio of U.S.military
personnel into a land that time forgot. Fans of Hampton
Sides’ Ghost Soldiers, Marcus Luttrell’s Lone Survivor, and
David Grann’s The Lost Cityof Z will be captivated by
Zuckoff’s masterfullyrecounted, all-true story of danger,
daring, determination, and discovery injungle-clad New
Guinea during the final days of WWII.

Dark Forces
Explores the new phenomenon of the "e-personality," which
allows people to act online with more exaggerated
confidence, sexiness, and charisma than they would in
person, and discusses how real life is being reconfigured by
the Internet.

Molecular Biology of the Cell
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The Ranger Way
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and
discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be
without boundaries

The Real Benghazi Story
A Sunday Times '100 best crime novels and thrillers since
1945' pick! Shortlisted for the CWA International Dagger
Award 2010 They killed her best friend. Now they are chasing
Rachel Anderson through the streets of Cape Town. The
young tourist doesn't dare trust anyone - except her father,
back home in America. When he puts pressure on the
politicians, they know that to protect their country's image,
they must find Rachel's hiding place before the killers. So
Benny Griessel - detective, maverick and father of teenagers
himself - has just 13 hours to crack open a conspiracy which
threatens the whole country.

13 Hours
There are approximately 4,000 fatalities in crashes involving
trucks and buses in the United States each year. Though
estimates are wide-ranging, possibly 10 to 20 percent of
these crashes might have involved fatigued drivers. The
stresses associated with their particular jobs (irregular
schedules, etc.) and the lifestyle that many truck and bus
drivers lead, puts them at substantial risk for insufficient sleep
and for developing short- and long-term health problems.
Commercial Motor Vehicle Driver Fatigue, Long-Term Health
and Highway Safety assesses the state of knowledge about
the relationship of such factors as hours of driving, hours on
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duty, and periods of rest to the fatigue experienced by truck
and bus drivers while driving and the implications for the safe
operation of their vehicles. This report evaluates the
relationship of these factors to drivers' health over the longer
term, and identifies improvements in data and research
methods that can lead to better understanding in both areas.

Cambridge Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM
This book presents WHO guidelines for the protection of
public health from risks due to a number of chemicals
commonly present in indoor air. The substances considered
in this review, i.e. benzene, carbon monoxide, formaldehyde,
naphthalene, nitrogen dioxide, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (especially benzo[a]pyrene), radon,
trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethylene, have indoor
sources, are known in respect of their hazardousness to
health and are often found indoors in concentrations of health
concern. The guidelines are targeted at public health
professionals involved in preventing health risks of
environmental exposures, as well as specialists and
authorities involved in the design and use of buildings, indoor
materials and products. They provide a scientific basis for
legally enforceable standards.

Confessing the Hebrew Scriptures
The Siege by Adrian Levy & Cathy Scott-Clark - a searing
account of the 2005 terrorist attacks at Mumbai's famous Taj
Hotel On 26th November 2008 the Taj Mahal Palace hotel in
Mumbai is besieged by Pakistani Islamists, armed with
explosives and machine guns. For three days, guests and
staff of the hotel are trapped as the terrorists run amok. On
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29th November commandos launch Operation Black
Tornado. The world holds its breath. The Siege is a helterskelter thriller, threaded with powerful human stories. By turns
tragic and heroic, the events are told through a cast of real
characters, who were thrown together in the luxurious,
century-old Taj: waiters, chefs, captains of industry, hedge
funders, celebrities, tourists, policemen, special forces and
terrorists. For the first time, this astonishing book takes us
through the news footage and into the heart of the hotel.
Each hostage has a choice: hide, run or fight. What would
you do? This classic non-fiction account will grip readers of
No Easy Day and No Way Down and will be enjoyed by fans
of 'United 93' and 'The Towering Inferno'. Cathy Scott-Clark
and Adrian Levy are the authors of four books, most recently
the acclaimed The Meadow: Kashmir 1995 - Where the
Terror Began (Harper Press UK; Penguin India). For 16 years
they worked as foreign correspondents and investigative
reporters for the Sunday Times and then the Guardian. In
2009, the One World Trust named them British Journalists of
the Year, having won Foreign Correspondents of the Year in
2004. They co-produce documentaries for British and
American television; their most recent for C4 Dispatches, on
Pakistan's war on terror, City of Fear, was nominated for an
award at the Edinburgh International Television Festival.
Currently they are filming new projects in Myanmar and
China.

The Siege
Your home was the one place you felt safe. Now it's your
prison. You were invisible. Now your every move is monitored
by masked strangers. You looked after your mum, your best
friend. Now you barely know her. Everything can change in
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thirteen hours.

WHO Guidelines for Indoor Air Quality
A riveting investigation of the brutal murders of two Dartmouth
professors –– a book that, like In Cold Blood, reveals the
chilling reality behind a murder that captivated the nation. On
a cold night in January 2001, the idyllic community of
Dartmouth College was shattered by the discovery that two of
its most beloved professors had been hacked to death in their
own home. Investigators searched helplessly for clues linking
the victims, Half and Susanne Zantop, to their murderer or
murderers. A few weeks later, across the river, in the town of
Chelsea, Vermont, police cars were spotted in front of the
house of high school senior Robert Tulloch. The police had
come to question Tulloch and his best friend, Jim Parker.
Soon , the town discovered the incomprehensible reality that
Tulloch and Parker, two of Chelsea's brightest and most
popular sons, were now fugitives, wanted for the murders of
Half and Susanne Zantop. Authors Mitchell Zuckoff and Dick
Lehr provide a vivid explication of a murder that captivated
the nation, as well as dramatic revelations about the forces
that turned two popular teenagers into killers. Judgement
Ridge conveys a deep appreciation for the lives (and the
devastating loss) of Half and Susanne Zantop, while also
providing a clear portrait of the killers, their families, and their
community –and, perhaps, a warning to any parent about
what evil may lurk in the hearts of boys.

R.N. Kao
On the night of September 11, 2012, scores of heavily-armed
Islamic terrorists attack two United States government
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outposts in Benghazi, Libya. When the battle is over, four
Americans are murdered, including the U.S. Ambassador; two
are severely wounded. The terrorists destroy the two facilities,
seize intelligence and other U.S. property, and chase America
out of eastern Libya. This book tells the true story of why
these Americans are there, how they fight for their lives, and
how their government abandons them. It also explains how
the Obama administration misleads and covers up what really
happened in order to win a presidential election just eight
weeks later. And how this continues even after President
Obama's reelection in an attempt to burnish his legacy for
history. It is a true story of unrivaled valor by a handful of
brave Americans, which cannot be diminished by the
mendacity of the government that betrays them.

The Benghazi Betrayal
In 1977, Israels Mossad spy agency was given an
assignment to rescue thousands of Ethiopian Jewish
refugees in Sudan and deliver them to me in the Jewish state.
First published in Hebrew in 1998, this updated English
version of the book offers a thrilling firsthand account of how
the operation was put in place.

Why We Sleep
Written by the team of former Special Operations warriors
who run SOFREP.com, here is the definitive account of what
happened before, during, and after the deadly Benghazi
attack. On September 12th, 2012, Brandon Webb learned
Glen Doherty, one of his closest friends and his former Navy
SEAL teammate, was killed alongside Ambassador J.
Christopher Stevens and two other Americans when the U.S.
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State Department and CIA headquarters in Benghazi, Libya,
were sieged in a shocking terrorist attack. For the next four
months, Webb and his team at SOFREP.com, the world’s
premier Special Ops website, embarked on a relentless
investigation to understand exactly what happened to their
countrymen, as well as the roles played by the Obama
administration, State Department, and CIA. Drawing on
unmatched sources, they spoke to individuals who would talk
to no one else, including fellow Special Operations team
members familiar with the African theatre, and to well-placed
contacts in the Washington intelligence community. This is
their report—an unforgettably gripping minute-by-minute
narrative of the events and their aftermath as they really
unfolded on that terrible day in Libya.

Thirteen Hours
Former Army Ranger Kris Paronto, a survivor of the 2012
Benghazi siege that was subject of the book and movie 13
Hours, provides powerful, motivational tools for surviving and
thriving to bring readers discipline, motivation, success, and
peace to life. Thousands of people have heard Kris "Tanto"
Paronto speak about his experiences in Benghazi on
September 11, 2012. But before he was a security contractor,
Tanto was a US Army Ranger from 2nd Battalion 75th
Ranger Regiment. Rangers are trained to lead by being
pushed to their physical and mental limits so that they can
perform against impossible odds in punishing situations. In
THE RANGER WAY, Tanto shares stories from his training
experiences that played a role in his team's heroic response
in Benghazi. Being a Ranger is, by design, not for everyone,
but anyone can use the expectations and techniques of
Ranger culture to achieve personal victory. In THE RANGER
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WAY, Tanto explains the importance of demanding
excellence when you commit to improving your life. He shows
you how to define your mission, set goals that are in
alignment with your values, and develop a battle plan that will
maximize your chances of success. You will learn why you
should never quit and why that is different from never failing.
Tanto uses his experiences in Basic and Ranger Training to
explore how to deal with mistakes and disappointment like a
leader, accept responsibility, and turn every obstacle into an
opportunity for growth. You will learn why being of service to
others, and being willing to sacrifice, will help you succeed,
and how the power of humility, strength, faith, and
brotherhood will sustain you on the road to accomplishing
your mission.

The Hand That Feeds You
Award-winning and bestselling author Ross King is back with
another rich, gripping history--a story of rivalry, new
technology and the finest illuminated manuscripts known to
history, all set against a Renaissance Florence backdrop.
Against the endlessly rich and fascinating backdrop of
Renaissance Florence, The Bookseller of Florence brings to
light an extraordinary story about the city and its culture--that
of Vespasiano da Bisticci, the "king of the world's
booksellers," Florence's most indispensable and prolific
merchant of knowledge. His bookshop in the heart of
Florence was a gathering place for the city's most prominent
poets and philosophers, and it was there that Vespasiano and
his team of scribes created beautiful illuminated manuscripts
for their clients, a cast of powerful popes and wealthy
European princes. But in 1476, as Vespasiano began working
on one of his most famed and gorgeous works, the Urbino
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Bible, the printing press came to Florence and threatened his
life's work. The Bookseller of Florence tells the story of the
people at the forefront of the world's greatest cultural and
technological revolution. It explores the clash between old
and new and the way it can produce an explosion of fresh
ideas, and is the definitive tome on one of the world's most
transformative moments in time.

Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
Building on the revolutionary Institute of Medicine reports To
Err is Human and Crossing the Quality Chasm, Keeping
Patients Safe lays out guidelines for improving patient safety
by changing nursesâ€™ working conditions and demands.
Licensed nurses and unlicensed nursing assistants are critical
participants in our national effort to protect patients from
health care errors. The nature of the activities nurses typically
perform â€" monitoring patients, educating home caretakers,
performing treatments, and rescuing patients who are in crisis
â€" provides an indispensable resource in detecting and
remedying error-producing defects in the U.S. health care
system. During the past two decades, substantial changes
have been made in the organization and delivery of health
care â€" and consequently in the job description and work
environment of nurses. As patients are increasingly cared for
as outpatients, nurses in hospitals and nursing homes deal
with greater severity of illness. Problems in management
practices, employee deployment, work and workspace
design, and the basic safety culture of health care
organizations place patients at further risk. This newest
edition in the groundbreaking Institute of Medicine Quality
Chasm series discusses the key aspects of the work
environment for nurses and reviews the potential
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improvements in working conditions that are likely to have an
impact on patient safety.

13 Hours
Decorated U.S. military veteran-turned-country music star
Keni Thomas gives a personal account of his heart-wrenching
experiences in the chaotic 1993 Battle of Mogadishu to
express a unique set of leadership lessons and inspired view
of life’s greater purpose.

Judgment Ridge
Voyager 1 left the solar system in 2012; its sister craft,
Voyager 2, will do so in 2015. The fantastic journey began in
1977, before the first episode of Cosmos aired. The mission
was planned as a grand tour beyond the moon; beyond Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn; and maybe even into interstellar space.
The fact that it actually happened makes this humanity's
greatest space mission. In The Interstellar Age, awardwinning planetary scientist Jim Bell reveals what drove and
continues to drive the members of this extraordinary team.

Lone Survivor
This report from the Committee on Military Nutrition Research
reviews the history of caffeine usage, the metabolism of
caffeine, and its physiological effects. The effects of caffeine
on physical performance, cognitive function and alertness,
and alleviation of sleep deprivation impairments are
discussed in light of recent scientific literature. The impact of
caffeine consumption on various aspects of health, including
cardiovascular disease, reproduction, bone mineral density,
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and fluid homeostasis are reviewed. The behavioral effects of
caffeine are also discussed, including the effect of caffeine on
reaction to stress, withdrawal effects, and detrimental effects
of high intakes. The amounts of caffeine found to enhance
vigilance and reaction time consistently are reviewed and
recommendations are made with respect to amounts of
caffeine appropriate for maintaining alertness of military
personnel during field operations. Recommendations are also
provided on the need for appropriate labeling of caffeinecontaining supplements, and education of military personnel
on the use of these supplements. A brief review of some
alternatives to caffeine is also provided.

Commercial Motor Vehicle Driver Fatigue, LongTerm Health, and Highway Safety
"Sleep is one of the most important but least understood
aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity An explosion of
scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new
light on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now
neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a
new understanding of the vital importance of sleep and
dreaming"--Amazon.com.

Wild Grace
Army Ranger and bestselling author Kris Paronto reveals the
values and creed shared by special forces for selfimprovement and living a purposeful life. When Kris Paronto
began talking with civilians about his experiences fighting the
terrorist attack on the US State Department Special Mission
Compound in Benghazi, Libya on September 11, 2012, he
was surprised at how often people told him that the story of
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his extraordinary battle gave them courage to face tough
times in their everyday lives. "The odds were stacked against
us that night but the truth is that we refused to quit and we
beat them with faith, teamwork, and the principles that were
first instilled in me when I joined the Army. You can find those
in the Rangers Creed and the Army Values," he says, "and
you don't have to be a Special Operations soldier to use
them." In The Patriot's Creed, Kris Paronto uses the seven
core Army Values that all soldiers learn in Basic Combat
Training, and the experiences of other servicemen and
women and First Responders, to explain how anyone can
improve themselves, the world around them, and live a heroic
life. The stakes are dramatic for the brave men and women
who put their lives on the line to fight for America, and too
many of their acts of courage and honor are unknown. The
examples of their persistence and discipline will be inspiring
to anyone facing seemingly insurmountable obstacles. At a
time of national polarization, Kris Paronto draws attention to
values all readers can share and use, and to the honor,
integrity and courage of true patriots who have gone to great
lengths to protect and serve. They embody the best of us and
make Kris Paronto proud to be an American soldier.

Mossad Exodus
In this riveting account, journalist Stanton recreates the
miseries and triumphs of specially trained mounted U.S.
soldiers, deployed in the war-ravaged Afghanistan mountains
to fight alongside the Northern Alliance against the Taliban.
Tall Premium Edition.

13 Hours: The Inside Account of What Really
Happened In Benghazi by Mitchell Zuckoff
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Summarized
"Morgan Russell, 30, is completing her thesis on victim
psychology at John Jay College of Criminal Justice and newly
engaged to Bennett, a man more possessive than those she
has dated in the past, but also more chivalrous--and the sex
is hot. She returns from class one day to find Bennett brutally
killed, and her dogs--a Great Pyrenees, and two pit bulls she
was fostering--covered in blood. Bewildered and devastated
that her dogs could have committed such violence, she
worries that she might suffer from one of the syndromes she
studies--pathological altruism: when selfless acts do more
damage than good. When Morgan tries to locate Bennett's
parents to tell them about their son's hideous death, she
discovers that everything he has told her--where he was born,
where he lives in Montreal, where he works--was a lie. He is
not the man he said he was. In fact, he fits the clinical
definition of a sociopath, and he had several fiance all
believing the same promises he gave Morgan. And then, one
by one, these other women are murdered. Morgan's research
into Bennett has taken on an urgency: in order to stay alive,
she must find out how an intelligent woman like herself, who
studies predators, becomes a victim. Sexy, disturbing, and
highly suspenseful, this is a brilliant collaboration between
two outstanding writers"--
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